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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGESTION 

 

A. CONCLUSION 

        After getting the interpretation and the discussion process, here is the 

conclude of the Allophones and Phonological Conditions Allomorphs: The 

Differences and The Sameness of Its Complementary Distribution on Ed 

Sheeran Songs. All the allomorph occur base on the changing of preceding 

sound of the word. Then,from the analyses can be taken the implici 

conlclusion are: 

1. Classify allomorph through the phonological condition is depend on the 

final sound of the morpheme. The final of morphemes are voice 

consonant, voiceless consonant, vowel, and intensive. 

2. There is six kind of allomorphs /s/, /z/, /iz/ or /əz/, /d/, /t/, and /id/ or /əd/. 

3. The allomorphs found mostly in the three songs by Ed Sheeran is /s/ and 

/ əz/. 

4. Not only humans interactions, but also linguistics has interaction, it is 

impossible that morphology can explain sound wihout the help of 

phonology. 

5. It is compulsory that allomorph relates to sound, too, so morphology 

borrow the phonological functions in, so it is called, phonological 

conditioned (morphophonology). 
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6. The above facts tell us that the perfectness is the unity, too, like the unity 

between morphology and phonology, so language is like humans because 

no humans no language, or the opposite.  

 

B. SUGGESTION 

     After analysing and conclusion of analysing allomorph in three songs by 

Ed Sheeran. The writter would like to suggest for this research that it can help 

everyone need it. The suggestions made are as follows: 

1. For the writer 

      It is important to give the new experience to arrange the allomorph 

research, it makes the writer understand what allomorph is and everything 

related. 

2. For the learners  

         it is suggested to the English learners to do something that improve 

the English skill frequently. It can be reading, listening, speaking and 

writing. To see how the languange sets of the sign. Language is the way 

to communicate each other, to look for the interesting sentence built in 

morphology aspect. This aspect is including to understanding the 

word.Word is the part of morpheme that have minimal meaning in 

linguistic. And each morpheme has morph and sometimes allomorph. So, 

it is interesting to make particular research about it. 
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3. For the readers:  

      It is important to make of the application of the allomorph rule in 

reaseach. It can see the alter of morph to be allomorph and everything 

related with the preseding sound that giving the explanation of the relation 

of phonology and morphology in forming of sound to phone (allophone) 

and morph (allomorph). 

4. For the college 

      The writer expect paper will be usefeul and can add references book 

in the School Foreign Of English JIA’s Library. In order to make lecture 

easier in doing in research. The writer suggests the college to provide 

more book reference about morphology or other, and hopeful that the 

JIA’s library has complete linguistic book. 

 

 

     


